Integrate Social Studies
and Language Arts!
Build social studies content knowledge and literacy skills with a purposeful
blend of content-area readers, engaging reader’s theater scripts, authentically
re-created primary sources, and a variety of digital resources.

www.tcmpub.com/california-resources
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WELCOME

Dear Educators,
For today’s students to learn crucial critical-thinking and problem-solving skills, it is
necessary to reach beyond the textbook. At Teacher Created Materials, we understand
that an integrated and innovative approach to content-area instruction helps prepare your
students for college and career. The educational materials we create have been designed
by teachers for teachers and students since 1977. Our research-based resources are
developed to meet California state standards and encourage a lifelong love of learning—
making teaching more effective and learning more fun!
This is why we’re proud to present Exploring Social Studies: California Edition, our
newest standards-based series designed to meet your curriculum needs. This complete
K–5 series offers an integrated English language arts curriculum in a non‑textbook
format that specifically addresses California content standards for history-social science,
English language arts, and English language development. Plus, we’ve made sure that the
lessons in Exploring Social Studies align with the best practices prescribed in California’s
History‑Social Science Framework.
Exploring Social Studies builds literacy skills and social studies content knowledge with
high-interest, leveled readers and primary sources that support whole-class and smallgroup instruction as well as a Balanced Literacy approach to instruction.
We hope that you and your students will enjoy this fresh approach to social studies
instruction. Your goal is our goal: to create a world in which children love to learn!
Your partner in education,

Corinne Burton
President, Teacher Created Materials
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Key student texts and teacher lessons
deal specifically with citizenship and
democratic values. Activities encourage
students to get involved in their
schools and communities and become
responsible citizens who take action to
solve problems.
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Students engage in inquiry activities
as they analyze complex texts and
primary sources. Specific essential
questions encourage meaningful
research where students exercise
critical thinking to ask relevant
questions.
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Students learn to listen, speak, read,
and write while focusing on social
studies content. Student texts are
leveled to ensure they are accessible.
Lessons encourage close reading and
provide opportunities for writing and
vocabulary development.
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Each grade-level kit includes highinterest student texts, comprehensive
lesson plans for simple implementation,
assessment materials, and engaging
primary sources to deepen students’
content knowledge and analytical skills.
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CONTENT
Exploring Social Studies: California Edition uses an integrated English language arts approach to
address California content standards for history-social science, English language arts, and English
language development. Listed below for each grade level kit are the six units that focus on thematic
social studies concepts and each unit’s essential question.

KINDERGARTEN

K

Learning and
Working Now and
Long Ago

K1
1 2

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Rules and
Working Together

State and
Country Symbols

My Community
Then and Now

Local
Geography

Calendars and
Time

My Country
Then and Now

How can we
learn and work
together?

What does it
mean to be an
American?

How is life the
same as and
different from the
past?

Geography

My Country
Then and Now

Responsibility
and Citizenship

ST
GRADE

A Child’s Place in
Time and Space

Who enforces the
rules? What are
the consequences
if rules are
broken?
Families

ND
GRADE

How do families
remember the
past?

What is our
community like?

Geography

What are
important
symbols, icons,
and traditions of
our country?
Civics and
Government

Why do people
move?

How does
government work?

Geography and
Economics

American Indians
of California

Settling California
Communities

Why did people
settle in California?

Who were the
first people in our
community?

Why did people
move to our
community?

Early Settlements
and Exploration

Missions and
Ranchos

What is our
neighborhood like?

How do we track
time?

My Community
Then and Now

American
Culture

Economics

How is life
different from the
past and how is it
the same?

How do so many
different people
make one nation?

What types
of goods and
services are in our
community?

Economics

Amazing
Scientists

Inspirational
People

What scientists
changed our lives?

How did
inspirational
people change our
lives?

U.S. and Local
Government

Biographies

Who provides
our goods and
services?

People Who Make
a Difference

23

RD
GRADE

ND

Continuity and
Change

34
45
RD

TH

GRADE

A Changing State

TH

TH
GRADE

U.S. History and
Geography—
Making a New
Nation

4

What was life
like for native
Californians before
other settlers
arrived?
Pre-Columbian
America
What were the
similarities and
differences among
the various groups
of American
Indians?

How did people’s
lives change
because of the
mission system?

American
Symbols and
Landmarks
What landmarks
and symbols
exemplify
American ideals?

Gold Rush and
Statehood

Immigration and
Migration

How did the
discovery of gold
change California
and lead to
statehood?

What role did
immigrants and
migrants play in
California’s growth
and expansion?

Age of
Exploration

The 13 Colonies

What were
the push and
pull factors
for European
exploration and
colonization?

Who moved to
and settled in
North America,
and why did they
choose to live
where they did?

109397—Exploring Social Studies: California

What was America
like long ago?

What are the
reasons for rules,
laws, and the U.S.
Constitution?

California
Expands
What conditions
furthered the
state’s rapid
expansion?

Who were some
American heroes
who fought for
freedoms?

Levels of
Government
How are the local,
state, and federal
governments
organized?

The American
Revolution

Forming a New
Government

The Early 1800s

For what reasons
and how was the
Revolutionary War
fought?

How did important
founding
documents
embody the ideals
of the American
Revolution?

How did
immigration to the
United States and
migration to the
West affect the
country?
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CONTENT OVERVIEW FOR THIS

INTEGRATED CURRICULAR PROGRAM
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My Country Then and Now

Why is the Pledge of Allegiance an important
symbol of our country?

to

Stephanie Kuligowski

Standards
• Content: Recite the Pledge of Allegiance and sing songs that express American ideals
(e.g., “My Country ’Tis of Thee”). (HSS.1.3.1)
• Reading: Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. (RI.1.2)
• Writing: Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some
facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure. (W.1.2)

I

the

I

Essential Question
Kuligowski

Pledge
leg
Al iance

Pledge
Allegiance
the Flag

the Flag
I Pledge Allegiance to

I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag

Reader’s
theater materials
offer multiple
perspectives with
visual and textual
evidence.

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater

Lesson 11—Overview

T

UNI

I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag

Creative
lesson plans
for the contentarea readers feature
suggestions to integrate
history, geography,
economics, and
civics.

• English Language Development: Writing literary and informational texts to
present, describe, and explain ideas and information using appropriate technology.
(ELD.I.C.10)

to

Flag

Materials
• Pledge of Allegiance primary source

• sentence strips

• I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag books

• coloring supplies

• Student Guided Practice Book (SGPB)
(pages 73–80)

• American Flag

Act 4
Caroline:

• chart paper

Lesson Timeline
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Primary Source
Activity
(page 91)

Before Reading

During Reading

After Reading

(page 92)

(page 93)

End-of-Lesson
Activities
(page 95)

Summary

Summary

Summary
Students identify
the main idea
of the book
and draw and
write what they
learned.

Students study
the Pledge of
Allegiance and
write friendship
pledges.

Kuligowski

90

Students predict
the main idea of
the book.

(page 94)
Summary
Students write
acrostic poems
using details
about the main
idea.

109380—Exploring Social Studies: California

I’m almost finished sewing together all of
the pieces for the stars. It has taken me so
much longer than I expected.

Grandmother: That’s because each of the 15 stars must be
2 feet wide.
Mary:

very expensive.

Students
memorize
the Pledge of
Allegiance,
redesign the
American flag,
and take the
assessments.

Look at me! I am as tall as two stripes
put together!

Caroline:

And there are 15 stripes!

Grandmother: There must be thousands of stitches here.
Narrator 1:

It would have been easier if I could have

Stephanie Macceca
used single pieces of fabric.

SocialJohnny:
StudiesEven I know that a long piece of cotton is

Summary

Johnny:

Grandmother: It would have been easier to do each stripe
in one piece, too. But the stripes are so
large. It would have been impossible.

Experts estimate that there are 350,000
hand-sewn stitches in the flag that Mary
made for Fort McHenry.

Grandmother: And see how the same stars are seen from
both sides? You saved fabric and made
the flag lighter!
Mary:

I just measured the flag. It’s 1,260
square feet!

© Teacher Created Materials

Stephanie Kuligowski

Content-Area Readers

11

Reader’s Theater Scripts

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

UNIT

3

HSS 1.3.2; ELA RI.1.2, W.1.2; ELD I.B.7

Time to Celebrate!

Lesson 14

Happy Fourth of July!

Directions: Answer the questions about the photo.

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

UNIT

3

HSS 1.3.2; ELA RI.1.2, W.1.2; ELD I.B.7

Happy Fourth of July! Quiz

Lesson 14

Directions: Read each question. Choose the best answer.
Fill in the bubble.
1. On what day do you think this photo was taken?

1

3

Long ago, America was
ruled by what country?

2

America said it was free
on what day in 1776?

A

Africa

A

July 4

B

Canada

B

June 5

C

Great Britain

C

December 25

D

Germany

D

January 4

What is another name
for the Fourth of July?

A

Freedom Day

B

Independence Day

C

Fireworks Day

D

Memorial Day

4

Happy Fourth of July!

Relevant
assessments
guide instruction
and document
student
understanding.

10

2. Why are the children carrying American flags?

Schools Then and Now

Read the sentence.
Choose the best word to
fill in the blank.
Freedom to make your
own decisions is98called109386—Exploring Social Studies: California
_____.

A

colonists

B

patriotic

C

celebrations

D

independence

© Teacher Created Materials

a one-room schoolhouse from long ago
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Assessments
Happy Fourth of July!

Birthday Party

th
Happy Four
of July!

a school bus from long ago

Primary Sources
Inquiry‑based
analysis of primary
sources allows
students to build deep
understandings of
history.

Statue of Liberty

The Fourth of July is a day to honor
the birth of America. There are parades.
There are picnics. At night, fireworks
country’s independence (in-di-PEN-duhns).
Independence means freedom.

Kuligowski

light the sky. This is how we celebrate our

Stephanie Kuligowski

4

Interactiv-eBooks,
audio recordings,
and English learner
support increase student
engagement and
enhance instruction.

5

Interactiv-eBooks
Wendy Conklin

Professional
Learning Library
Professional
resources
and professional
development
build teaching
expertise.

© Teacher Created Materials
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L I T E R AC Y
Exploring Social Studies: California Edition builds literacy and social studies knowledge through
content‑area readers and reader’s theater scripts. The student texts feature dynamic primary sources
that address the four disciplines of social studies. All student texts are authentically leveled and are
ideal for social studies instructional time or within a Balanced Literacy approach.

CONTENT-AREA READER

READER’S THEATER SCRIPT
Act 3

Welcome to California
California became the thirty-first state in 1850. Hundreds of
years before, explorers didn’t think it held much value. There seemed
to be no reason to return after Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo (HWAHN
roh-DREE-gehz cah-BREE-yoh) claimed the land for Spain in 1542.
There was no sign of gold or silver. Ships had a hard time getting there.
California was a rugged land with nothing to offer. Or so they thought.

Spain did little with the large land along the Pacific Coast. Most of
it was home to American Indians. That changed in 1769. The Spanish
started to build missions there. Under the missions, only a few people
had land and power. They were called Californios. The king of Spain
gave them land grants. Only 30 land grants were given out, and few
settlers came.

Narrator 1:

When Benjamin was 17, he decided that he
didn’t want to be an apprentice any more.

Narrator 2:

Benjamin decided to run away from his
brother’s printing shop. In fact, he ran all the
way to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Benjamin:

It took me a few years, but by 1728, I owned
my very own print shop.

First Names

Geogr

this land into
Spain divided
One was called
two regions.
The other was
Alta California. In Spanish alta
Baja California. Baja
y
aph
r.”
“uppe
means
means “lower.”

Act 4

Mr. Franklin: Ben was so excited to be making money!

Narrator 2:

He bought new clothes, new shoes, and a
fancy watch.

The Golden Stat

e

Early explorers
thought Calif
didn’t have
ornia
any
of years later, gold. Hundreds
they were prov
wrong. In 1848
en
The Gold Rush , gold was found.
in 1849 brou
many peop
le to California ght
.

Benjamin:

Back in Philadelphia, Benjamin was very happy.
He had lots of friends that were just like him.

Mr. Franklin: In 1723, Ben met a young woman named

I couldn’t wait to show everyone back home
how well I was doing.

Deborah Read. They decided to get married
in 1730.

Townsperson: When Ben had saved some money, he went

Benjamin:

back to visit his family. James wasn’t very
happy to see his youngest brother.

One Commonality
Mr. Franklin: James was mad that Ben came back to show

off in front of everyone. James and Benjamin
didn’t talk for two whole years after that!

I was 24 years old and I loved being married.
Deborah and I worked very well together.
We owned a print shop, a bookstore, and
a general store.

Townsperson: In their general store, they sold many useful

items, including Mr. Franklin’s candles and
soaps.

Ben was always studying strange and interesting
One thing all Plains tribes had in common was that
things. He even studied how little black ants
communicated with one another.
their lives changed when European settlers arrived.
Europeans brought horses with them. As tribes found or
captured horses, their cultures began
to change. They learned how to ride
horses and hunt on horseback. This
made hunting buffalo much easier.
And it allowed tribes to travel farther.
This let tribes see each other more
Comprehension strategies best serve students when
they
areeven
employed
often. Some
tribes
blended intoacross the curriculum and in
tribes. With
horses, tribes
could
the context of learning. Exploring Social Studieslarger
employs
a variety
of reading
comprehension strategies
gather together in the summers. When
and text features to ensure that students have they
many
opportunities to practice literacy skills.
gathered, they shared stories. They
held ceremonies, too.
1626 map showing
California as an island

Deborah:

4

11

10

5

Reading Across the Content Areas

But soon, more settlers began moving into
the Great Plains. The effect was devastating
One Commonality
for the Plains tribes.

One thing all Plains tribes had in common was that
their lives changed when European settlers arrived.
Europeans brought horses with them. As tribes found or
captured horses, their cultures began
to change. They learned how to ride
horses and hunt on horseback. This
made hunting buffalo much easier.
And it allowed tribes to travel farther.
This let tribes see each other more
often. Some tribes even blended into
larger tribes. With horses, tribes could
gather together in the summers. When
they gathered, they shared stories. They
held ceremonies, too.
But soon, more settlers began moving into
the Great Plains. The effect was devastating
for the Plains tribes.

Sign Language
When tribes met one another, it was often
hard to communicate. So, they developed
Plains Indian Sign Language. This silent
language uses gestures instead of words.
It allowed many tribes to communicate.

Sign Language
When tribes met one another, it was often
hard to communicate. So, they developed
Plains Indian Sign Language. This silent
language uses gestures instead of words.
It allowed many tribes to communicate.

Liberty means
freedom.

A student practices Plains
Indian Sign Language
during a powwow in 2010.

8

21

Content words are bolded and
defined in glossaries.

6

Sidebars and captions
support the body text.

109397—Exploring Social Studies: California

A student practices Plains
Indian Sign Language
during a powwow in 2010.

21
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Twenty-First-Century Literacy Demands
To become effective and efficient readers, students must utilize comprehension strategies automatically
and independently. Students need to read widely, critically, deeply, closely, and socially.1 Only through
engaging in meaningful activities with diverse, rigorous texts will students become independent
thinkers who not only understand what they read but question it and explore beyond it. Exploring
Social Studies supports learners throughout the reading process.

BEFORE READING

DURING READING

Students engage in activities
that set the stage for
learning and make the text
more relatable:

AFTER READING

Students use strategies to
actively read texts closely
with different purposes:
• seek text-based answers
to essential questions

• study
complex vocabulary
• analyze primary sources
• make connections with
the text
• generate questions about
the text

• examine text structure

• implement reciprocal
reading and
writing activities

• visualize complex content

• engage in research

• read to gain and
extend knowledge

• synthesize information
• craft written expository
arguments

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

UNIT

5

HSS 1.1.1, 1.1.1; ELA RI.1.11, W.1.1; ELD I.B.1

A Changing California

Many immigrants come to America looking for
Lesson 27

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________
HSS 1.1.1, 1.1.1; ELA RI.1.11, W.1.1; ELD I.B.1

5

Detailed Facts about
the Event

Event

A Changing California

Lesson 27

Effect on California’s
The United States entered
World War II.
Growth
The United States fought
in the Vietnam War.

Steve Jobs started a
company called Apple®.

California in the 20th Century

Producers moved the
movie business from New
York City to Los Angeles.

Effect on California’s
Growth

Producers moved the
movie business from New
York City to Los Angeles.

Directions: Reread California in the 20th Century. Write detailed facts about each
event in the second column. Then, describe the effect each event had on the growth
The Great Depression
began.
of California.
Detailed Facts about
the Event

California in the 20th Century

Directions: Reread California in the 20th Century. Write detailed facts about each
event in the second column. Then, describe the effect each event had on the growth
UNIT
of California.

Event

Students deepen their
understanding and reflect
on what they have learned:

new opportunities (op-er-TOO-ni-teez). Opportunities
are chances to do things and succeed (suhk-SEED).
Immigrants may want a better life. Many immigrants
think dreams can come true in America. All it takes is
hard work. This idea is called the American Dream.

This advertisement from 1919 tells
immigrants what America can offer them.

9
© Teacher Created Materials

The Great Depression
began.

109389—Exploring Social Studies: California

177

Activity pages encourage students to
find textual evidence in the books.

Books include strong, leveled
content and supporting visuals.

The United States entered
World War II.

© Teacher Created Materials
The United States fought
in the Vietnam War.
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LITERACY (cont.)
Developing Academic Vocabulary
There is a strong connection among phonics, vocabulary knowledge, reading comprehension, and
academic success.

Lesson 15—Day 2

UNIT

Biddy Mason: Becoming a Leader (cont.)
English Language Development Support
Use these strategies throughout the lesson.
Emerging

Expanding

Substantially support
students as they read and
learn about the influence
of women, such as Biddy
Mason, by working in small
groups to learn key words
and vocabulary crucial for
comprehension.

Bridging

As students read and
learn about the influence
of women, such as
Biddy Mason, help them
understand key words
and vocabulary from the
text that are crucial for
comprehension.

As students read and
learn about the influence
of women, such as Biddy
Mason, have them apply key
words and vocabulary from
the text to their writing.

Throughout Exploring Social Studies: California Edition, vocabulary instruction is integral to the literacy
lessons. Students cannot readily learn content from words they do not understand.2 Students need
explicit vocabulary instruction before reading a text to better understand the content.
Before Reading Procedure

Vocabulary Words
• commercial
• compassion
★ discrimination

3. Have students use the book to learn about
the vocabulary, research the
3 words, and
Biddy Mason: Becoming a Leader (cont.)
write sentences using the words.
UNIT

Use thesewith
strategies throughout the lesson.
• Provide below-level learners
Emerging
Expanding
the page numbers in the book
where
Substantially support
As students read and
students
as they read and
learn about the influence
the vocabulary terms can be
found
learn about the influence
of women, such as
women, such as Biddy
Biddy Mason, help them
(pages 16, 20, 22, and 26). ofMason,
by working in small
understand key words
groups to learn key words

and vocabulary from the

• generous
legacy
★ midwife

2. Have students turn to Understanding Words
(SGPB page 102). Ask students if they’ve
heard of these words before and what they
think the words mean. Then, provide time
for students to complete the activity.

Bridging
As students read and
learn about the influence
of women, such as Biddy
Mason, have them apply key
words and vocabulary from
the text to their writing.

and vocabulary crucial for
text that are crucial for
• Read the words aloud to English
comprehension.
comprehension.
learners, and help them locate the
Before Reading Procedure
words in the book.
1. Refer back to the time lines students
3. Have students use the book to learn about
the primary
provides only a glimpse
• Challenge above-level learners
tosource
find
into Mason’s life. Explain that the class will
connections
synonyms to the words theymake
used
in between the following
vocabulary words and Mason to better
who
she was and how she
their sentences. Have them understand
write
their
helped California in its early years.
sentences again with the synonyms,
and see if the sentences stillVocabulary
make Words
• commercial
• generous
sense.

• compassion
★ discrimination

legacy
★ midwife
★

4. After students finish the activity, have them
share their definitions with partners.
Then,
2. Have students
turn to Understanding Words
(SGPB page 102). Ask students if they’ve
ask for volunteers to share one vocabulary
heard of these words before and what they
think the words mean. Then, provide time
definition at a time, and clarify the
for students to complete the activity.
definition if needed.
5. Tell students that these words connect
directly to Mason’s life. They will help
to prepare students to read the book
109383—Exploring Social Studies: California
104
about Mason.

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

UNIT

3

HSS 4.4; ELA RI.4.1, W.4.3.d; ELD I.C.12

Understanding Words

Lesson 15

English Language Development Support

created on Day 1. Remind students that

★

Lesson 15—Day 2

the vocabulary, research the words, and
write sentences using the words.

Directions: This page includes six words from Biddy Mason: Becoming a
Leader. First, rank your understanding of each word on a scale of 1–3 (1 is no
understanding; 3 is full understanding). Then, define each word using content from
the book. Include the page number where you found your information.

Biddy Mason: Becoming a Leader

1. Refer back to the time lines students
created on Day 1. Remind students that
the primary source provides only a glimpse
into Mason’s life. Explain that the class will
make connections between the following
vocabulary words and Mason to better
understand who she was and how she
helped California in its early years.

Gold Rush and Statehood

Gold Rush and Statehood

3

Vocabulary
Word

Understanding
(1, 2, or 3)

Define the word using content from
Biddy Mason: Becoming a Leader

Page #

commercial

compassion

• Provide below-level learners with
the page numbers in the book where
the vocabulary terms can be found
(pages 16, 20, 22, and 26).

discrimination

• Read the words aloud to English
learners, and help them locate the
words in the book.

generous

• Challenge above-level learners to find
synonyms to the words they used in
their sentences. Have them write their
sentences again with the synonyms,
and see if the sentences still make
sense.

legacy

4. After students finish the activity, have them
share their definitions with partners. Then,
ask for volunteers to share one vocabulary
definition at a time, and clarify the
definition if needed.

midwife

Ch al le nge

5. Tell students that these words connect
directly to Mason’s life. They will help
to prepare students to read the book
about Mason.

Write a sentence using a minimum of three of the words.

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
© Teacher Created Materials
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Context‑embedded vocabulary activities support comprehension.
104
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Reading is even more complicated for English learners and struggling readers. It is not enough to
give students lists of words and have them look up definitions in dictionaries or glossaries. Learners
need context‑embedded vocabulary activities that acquaint them with the necessary and most
central words for comprehension of the content. Exploring Social Studies includes vocabulary activities
designed to familiarize students with new vocabulary words, promote authentic practice, and
encourage the understanding of meanings in context.

8
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Writing Across the Curriculum
Throughout Exploring Social Studies there are opportunities for students to write analytically from
both text and visual sources. A wide variety of writing assignments encourage discussion, develop
critical‑thinking skills, and help students become actively engaged. Writing is woven throughout the
lessons and includes diverse activities that allow students to demonstrate mastery of content.

HSS K.3; ELA RI.K.3, W.K.5; ELD I.C.12

My Prediction

Workers in My City

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

UNIT

3

HSS 1.3.2; ELA RI.1.2, W.1.2; ELD I.B.7

A Special Celebration

Lesson 14

Directions: Draw and write what you think the book will
be about.

Directions: Imagine that you have a friend in another country.
Write a letter to tell your friend about the Fourth of July. Then,
draw a picture of the Fourth of July on another sheet of paper.

Happy Fourth of July!

3

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

UNIT

3

HSS 1.3.2; ELA RI.1.2, W.1.2; ELD I.B.7

A Special Celebration

Lesson 14

(Date)

Dear

,
(Name)

Directions: Imagine that you have a friend in another country.
Write a letter to tell your friend about the Fourth of July. Then,
draw a picture of the Fourth of July on another sheet of paper.

Happy Fourth of July!

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

UNIT

Lesson 9

(Date)

Dear

,
(Name)

I think the book will be about...
Sincerely,

(Your Name)

60
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Students make text-based
inferences and predictions.
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Students write letters and
diary entries.
Sincerely,

UNIT

3

HSS 2.3.1; ELA RI.2.1, W.2.1; ELD I.B.6

You Decide

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________
HSS 2.3.1; ELA RI.2.1, W.2.1; ELD I.B.6

You Decide

Law: All students must play on a sports team.

Law: All students must play on a sports team.

_____________________________________________________________________________

Lesson 9 _____________________________________________________________________________

You and the Law

Directions: In the box is an idea for a new law. Do you think it should become a
law? Write a paragraph that explains why you agree or disagree with the new law.

UNIT

3

94

You and the Law

Directions: In the box is an idea for a new law. Do you think it should become a
law? Write a paragraph that explains why you agree or disagree with the new law.

Lesson 9

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

UNIT

1(Your Name)

HSS 4.2.2; ELA RI.4.3, W.4.8; ELD I.A.1

Lesson 5

Colonizing California
Directions: Think about what you learned from reading Exploration of California.
Read the prompt, and revisit the book. Find evidence to support your opinion

Exploration of California

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

on the
question.
Then, use that evidence to create a comic strip that answers
109386—Exploring Social
Studies:
California
© Teacher Created Materials
the question. On another sheet of paper, write a paragraph that explains your
comic strip.

Why did Europeans come to California?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Students craft argument or
opinion essays.

Students create
comic strips.

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

©_____________________________________________________________________________
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INQUIRY
Exploring Social Studies: California Edition encourages an inquiry approach to social studies
instruction. This approach enables students to deeply analyze primary sources in a variety of
formats. This also helps students build their own understandings of historical events through
multiple perspectives and facilitates authentic discussions among students.

Teaching with the C3 Framework
The C3 Framework is organized into four dimensions as a means of engaging students in rigorous
learning of the concepts, skills, and disciplinary tools they need to prepare for college, career, and
civic life. The four dimensions are known as the Inquiry Arc.3

DEVELOPING QUESTIONS AND PLANNING INQUIRIES
Students develop their own questions about the content.
Compelling questions focus on enduring issues. Supporting
questions deal with ideas that are agreed upon by
professionals.

APPLYING DISCIPLINARY CONCEPTS AND TOOLS
Students study history, geography, economics, and
civics to understand the world and their places in it.

INQUIRY
EVALUATING SOURCES AND USING EVIDENCE
Students use evidence to support their claims, and they
analyze and compare the claims of sources to interpret
the past.

COMMUNICATING CONCLUSIONS AND TAKING INFORMED ACTION
Students get involved in their communities, collaborate with
others, and share solutions with the public. In this way,
students become involved in civic life at an early age.

10
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Inquiry-Based Learning for the Twenty-First Century
It is important for educators today to prepare students for the lives they will lead outside the classroom.
Inquiry‑based learning pushes students to ask questions, think critically to answer those questions,
synthesize their ideas, and draw conclusions. Exploring Social Studies provides the following
inquiry components:

Source: Library of Congress [HAER CA-298-AH-4(CT)]

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS challenge students to
think critically about a time period or topic.

DOCUMENT-BASED ASSESSMENTS provide
opportunities for inquiry skills practice.

Los Angeles Aqueduct

UNIT

1

Historical Background Information

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________
HSS 1.1.2; ELA RI.1.6, W.1.1; ELD I.B.6

Follow the Rules

Lesson 3

Analyzing History

Historical Writing

Remembering

Fiction

Make a list of sources for fresh water.
Why was the LAA necessary?
Understanding

Write a dialogue between the planners
of the aqueduct and a farmer in the
Owens River Valley about water usage
in California.

What elements made the aqueduct such
a large project?

Nonfiction

Applying

Write a newspaper article about the
construction of the LAA.

Respect the Rules!

The Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) was a large project. It brought water to the city of
Los Angeles. The water came from the Owens River Valley. That was 419 miles (674.3
kilometers) away. Los Angeles was a fast‑growing city in 1900. Water was needed for
the future growth of the city. Work began on the LAA project in 1908. The project was
so large that companies needed to build cement factories and housing for workers.
Hundreds of miles of roads and railroad tracks were built to move supplies. The land
used for the aqueduct was bought from farmers. Farmers felt as if they were tricked into
selling their land. They protested the project and even became violent. This became the
first of many battles over water in the state.

Directions: Answer the questions about the sign.

1. What is the purpose of this sign?

How can this project’s difficulties help
plan and build future aqueducts?
Analyzing
Why did the government of California
support the LAA?
Evaluating

Los Angeles Aqueduct

History Challenge
Research the role of William
Mulholland in the funding and
construction of the LAA.

Historical Background Information

2. Why do you think someone put up this sign?

What were the strongest arguments
against the aqueduct?
Creating

The Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) was a large project. It brought water to the city of
Los Angeles. The water came from the Owens River Valley. That was 419 miles (674.3
kilometers) away. Los Angeles was a fast‑growing city in 1900. Water was needed for
24
the future growth of the city. Work
began on the LAA project in 1908. The project was
so large that companies needed to build cement factories and housing for workers.
Hundreds of miles of roads and railroad tracks were built to move supplies. The land
used for the aqueduct was bought from farmers. Farmers felt as if they were tricked into
selling their land. They protested the project and even became violent. This became the
first of many battles over water in the state.

Imagine you are establishing a new city.
Create a presentation you would give to
the government about why they should
support building an aqueduct for the
new city.
© Teacher Created Materials
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PRIMARY SOURCE ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES engage
students in real-life social studies content.
PART

Facsimile

B

Name _________________________________ Date _________

Report Card
Directions: The subjects from the report card are below.
Color the bubbles that have subjects you also study.

arithmetic

manuscript

Write a dialogue between the planners
of the aqueduct and a farmer in the
Owens River Valley about water usage
in California.

Kaiser Shipyards
Nonfiction

Write a newspaper article about the

The first Kaiser shipyard was built in 1939. It was built to helpconstruction
prepare theofUnited
the LAA.
Applying
States for World War II. The shipyards were able to make so many ships because of
How
can
this
project’s
difficulties
help
new building methods. The most important one was welding. The workers did this
plan
andItbuild
instead of using
rivets.
was future
faster aqueducts?
and easier to teach. Ships were built in only two
weeks. Thousands of men and women came to Richmond for jobs. The shipyards also
Analyzing
changed California
society. To support his female workers, Kaiser
hadChallenge
daycare centers for
History
Whybuilt
did the
government
of California
children. He also
hospitals
and offered
his workers healthcare.
were
all new
ResearchThese
the role
of William
support
ideas during the
war. the LAA?
Mulholland in the funding and

Subjects
health

art

Fiction

Make a list of sources for fresh water.
Why was the LAA necessary?

a large project?
Historical Background
Information

music

reading

Historical Writing

Remembering

What elements made the aqueduct such

religion

English

Analyzing History

Understanding
phonics

spelling

Write any other subjects you study:

construction of the LAA.

Evaluating
18
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OPEN-ENDED ACTIVITIES prompt students to think
deeply about the content.

What were the strongest arguments
Analyzing History
against the aqueduct?

Historical Writing

Remembering

Fiction

Creating

Why was it important for the United
Write a “day in the life” diary entry of a
are establishing a new city.
States to build Imagine
so manyyou
ships?
worker at a Kaiser shipyard.
Create a presentation you would give to
the government about why they should

Understanding support building an aqueduct for theNonfiction
new
What technique
in city.
the photograph
helped produce ships so quickly?
© Teacher Created Materials

Kaiser Shipyards
Historical Background Information
The first Kaiser shipyard was built in 1939. It was built to help prepare the United
States for World War II. The shipyards were able to make so many ships because of
new building methods. The most important one was welding. The workers did this
instead of using rivets. It was faster and easier to teach. Ships were built in only two
weeks. Thousands of men and women came to Richmond for jobs. The shipyards also
changed California society. To support his female workers, Kaiser had daycare centers for
children. He also built hospitals and offered his workers healthcare. These were all new
ideas during the war.

Analyzing History

Historical Writing

Remembering

Fiction

Why was it important for the United
States to build so many ships?

Write a “day in the life” diary entry of a
worker at a Kaiser shipyard.

Understanding

Nonfiction

What technique in the photograph
helped produce ships so quickly?

Interview a woman who works outside
of the home. Write five questions
that focus on her work and how it
changed her life outside her job. Be
sure to record her answers and make a
transcript of the interview.

Applying
What effects did the Kaiser
shipyards’ successes have on
California’s economy?
Analyzing
In what ways did World War II change
the workplace for women?
Evaluating
Kaiser shipyards often had medical
and childcare facilities. How would
these additions to the workplace have
been beneficial to the workers and
the company?
Source: Granger, NYC

History Challenge
Research the poster entitled “Rosie the
Riveter.” Why did this poster become
iconic with the workforces of World
War II?

© Teacher Created Materials

Applying
What effects did the Kaiser
shipyards’ successes have on
California’s economy?
Analyzing
In what ways did World War II change
the workplace for women?
Evaluating
Kaiser shipyards often had medical
and childcare facilities. How would
these additions to the workplace have
been beneficial to the workers and
the company?

Interview a woman who works outside
of the home. Write five questions
28647 (i18702)—Primary Sources: California
that focus on her work and how it
changed her life outside her job. Be
sure to record her answers and make a
transcript of the interview.

History Challenge
Research the poster entitled “Rosie the
Riveter.” Why did this poster become
iconic with the workforces of World
War II?

Creating

Creating
Imagine you work for Kaiser shipyards.
Make a “help wanted” advertisement,
and explain why a worker should apply
to Kaiser shipyards.
28647 (i18703)—Primary Sources: California

Imagine you work for Kaiser shipyards.
Make a “help wanted” advertisement,
and explain why a worker should apply
to Kaiser shipyards.
© Teacher Created Materials
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CITIZENSHIP
Whether students are studying American history, world geography, or economics, an underlying goal
of social studies education is to prepare students to fulfill their citizenship responsibilties. Exploring
Social Studies: California Edition incorporates primary sources into the program as an effective way to
teach critical thinking about complex content. Many primary sources reinforce responsible citizenship
actions, such as voting and petitioning the government.4

Primary Sources
By using an inquiry approach, students are put into the position of being historians who must analyze
primary sources. Rather than being told what to think, students discover social studies for themselves
through studying multiple perspectives and points of view.
Resources
Each country has special goods it sells to other

Natural resources include wood, stone, oil, and wind .

countries . Workers use natural resources (REE-sohrs-ez)

People make goods from these resources . People in other

from their country to make these goods . Natural resources

countries can buy these goods .

are found in nature .
These men are cutting down trees to make boards in 1934.

Wind Power
Wind is a natural resource .
Wind turbines (TUR-baynz)
turn the wind’s energy into
power we can use .

iy78

These are wind turbines.

14

15

Student texts engage students
visually with primary sources.

Photographs and documents make history
more relevant to students.

Student Texts
Each kit contains student texts that specifically address citizenship and civic values. These texts
provide valuable opportunities for direct instruction on grade-appropriate civics topics.

This is the Bill of Rights.

Framing the U.S. Government
In 1787, the United States was still a young country. Its
original government was not working. Something had to be
done. A group of delegates met in Philadelphia to fix the
problem. These men were called the framers. They set up the
plan for the new government. The plan they came up with
was the U.S. Constitution.
Not everyone in the country agreed with this bold,
new plan. They thought the new government would have
too much power. They felt their rights might be taken
away. So, the Bill of Rights was added. These first
10 amendments protect the rights of the people. The
Bill of Rights became part of the Constitution in 1791.

All-Star Amendments
The First Amendment gave people the right
to speak freely. The Fifteenth Amendment
gave African Americans the right to vote
in 1870. The Nineteenth Amendment gave
women the right to vote in 1920.

On September 17, 1787, the
U.S. Constitution was signed.

These women are voting for the first time.

The Bill of Rights

Changing a Law
The government can change the Constitution by

The first ten amendments are known as the Bill

adding amendments (uh-MEND-muhnts). Amendments

of Rights. Every citizen has these ten rights. The Bill

are changes for the better. We have added 27

of Rights says that the government will not take away

amendments to the Constitution.

these rights.

16

Hamilton’s Mistake
in the Constitution.
There are some errors
was one of the delegates.
Alexander Hamilton
signing process. He
He took charge of the states next to each
the
he
wrote the names of
to Benjamin Franklin,
signer’s name. Next
nia as “Pensylvania.”
misspelled Pennsylva

17
6

12
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Your Turn! Activities

Your Turn!

Specific activities in the student texts
encourage students to get involved in
their schools and communities. These
activities support the goal of civic
engagement in today’s youth.

Our Laws
This photo shows a girl following the law by wearing
her seat belt. This law helps keep her safe. If you had to
write a new law that would keep people safe, what would

Our Laws
This photo shows a girl following the law by wearing
her seat belt. This law helps keep her safe. If you had to

it be? Write your law. Share it with your family.

write a new law that would keep people safe, what would
it be? Write your law. Share it with your family.

32

32

Families Then and Now

A family in the 1800s

Citizenship and the FAIR Act
The learning materials in Exploring Social Studies are Fair, Accurate,
Inclusive, and Respectful as called for in the California History-Social
Science Framework. The images in the student readers and the primary
source collections represent diverse families and leaders. Special callouts
in the lessons allow students to compare and contrast the texts to their own
experiences. This helps foster classroom discussions about diversity.

A family today

Culminating Activities

Let’s Make a Difference—Idea Sheet

UNIT

6

Lesson 26

Directions: You can make a difference! Think of something
you can do. Can you clean up? Can you make something
better? Does someone need help?

Let’s Make a Difference

How I Can Help My School
•

•

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

UNIT

6

•

Let’s Make a Difference—Idea Sheet

How I Can Help My Neighborhood

Lesson 26

Directions: You can make a difference! Think of something
you can do. Can you clean up? Can you make something
better? Does someone need help?

•

•

Let’s Make a Difference

The culminating activities allow students to
show what they have learned in engaging
and collaborative ways. Students will work
in groups to identify and solve problems
in their schools, communities, nation, or
the world.

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

How I Can Help My School

•

•

© Teacher Created Materials
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181

•

•

How I Can Help My Neighborhood
•

•
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Exploring Social Studies: California Edition includes three books in
a Professional Learning Library. This collection is designed to help
teachers strengthen the instructional strategies they use in their
classrooms. Each professional resource connects to key components
of the program and provides teachers with additional support.

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

Teaching

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

Reading Levels
Exploring Social Studies uses complex and compelling texts to teach social studies content. These
texts have been leveled with a focus on scaffolding the readability to make the content accessible. A
range of reading levels is provided in each kit to give teachers the flexibility to use a variety of groupings
and instructional settings to teach social studies.

Differentiating for All Learners

ABOVE-LEVEL
LEARNERS

Students are encouraged to excel by delving more deeply into topics and
concepts. Open-ended activities allow above-level students to share their
learning in diverse ways.

ON-LEVEL
LEARNERS

Support is provided for on-level students to successfully analyze
texts and primary sources. Multiple perspectives are studied to
encourage critical thinking.

BELOW-LEVEL
LEARNERS

Today’s classrooms are filled with students of varying backgrounds, reading abilities, and learning
styles. All teachers need to differentiate instruction and respond effectively to the needs of diverse
levels of learners. Exploring Social Studies includes specific callouts, which differentiate what is
taught, how it is taught, and the products students create to show what they have learned.

Suggested differentiation strategies help teachers vary
instructional techniques and materials to make content
more concrete. These strategies offer extended support for
below-level learners.

14
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English Learner Support
English learners are being introduced to content and language simultaneously. Although they may
have acquired social language skills, the language of school is academic in nature. Support is provided
for emerging, expanding, and bridging English learners. Scaffolding is provided to add context to the
language and to connect the content to the students.
• Extra time is given to practice applying vocabulary from the text.
• Context is built into the texts and activities.
• Content is supported through graphics, illustrations, and other visual images.
• Listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities support the four domains of
language acquisition.

Differentiation Tools in This Program

1848 campaign poster for Taylor and Fillmore

Presidential Preferen

ce

What to Do?

The fight over
free states and
threatened to
slave states
split the country.
Zachary Taylor
wanted to keep President
together. But
the Union
he
slavery in new did not want to allow
states. He died
in July 1850.
suddenly
Vice Presiden
t Millard
Fillmore took
his
worked to keep place. He, too,
s
the Union together.
vic

The Gold Rush drew a lot of people to California. It would not
be long before the people there would ask to be a state. But two
groups in Congress were focused on another key issue, which was
slavery.

In addition to specific differentiation strategies
in the lessons, Exploring Social Studies
includes a variety of tools to help teachers
differentiate instruction.

Ci

Abolitionists did not want slavery in the new state. Congress
had an important decision to make. At the time of the Gold
Rush, there were the same number of free states and slave
states. If California became a state, there would be an odd
number of states for one side. That worried Southerners. If
slavery were not allowed in California, states in the South
would lose power in Congress.

Frederick Douglass
Frederick Douglass was one of the
most well‑known abolitionists of his
time. He was also an author. His
the
most famous book is Narrative of
Life of Frederick Douglass. He wrote
it in 1845. He would later argue
that enslaved people should be able
to fight for their freedom during the
Civil War.

1850 map of the
West Coast

20

• Audio recordings of texts model fluency
and support below-level learners and
English learners.

21

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

UNIT

3

• Interactiv-eBooks support student learning
through video, audio, and other digital tools.

HSS 5.3.3, 5.4.1; ELA RI.5.8, W.5.3; ELD I.B.7

Colonial Words

The Middle Colonies

Lesson 13

Directions: Find each word in the text. Record the sentence in which it first appears.
Then, write a definition for each word.
Word

Word in Context

Definition

• Graphic organizers support visual learners
and language learning.

apprenticeships

commercial
economy

• Leveled student texts support above-, on-,
and below-level learners.

diverse

indentured
servants

merchants

profitable

82
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One day a ship came
to America.
6

city worker
6
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It was from England.
7

city worker
7
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ASSESSMENT
Assessment guides teacher decisions and improves student learning.
Exploring Social Studies: California Edition offers multiple assessment
opportunities. The assessments require students to demonstrate
chronological thinking, comprehension of content-area readers, and the
ability to write evidence‑based responses.
Name: _________________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

UNIT

2

HSS 4.2.8; ELA RI.4.1, W.4.3; ELD I.C.10

Mexican Rule of California Quiz

Lesson 9

A

Land was given to people for
free to bring more settlers.

B

American Indians were given
most of the land.

C

American citizens could
buy land.

D

Very few people wanted the
land grants.

Name ___________________________________________________ Date ________________

PHOTOGRAPH CARD ACTIVITIES

Water Shortage Sign

2. Mexico opened up California to trade
and increased its _____.

A
B
C
D

borders
language
livestock
diversity

3. Which statement is most correct about
both Spanish rule and Mexican rule of
California?

Directions: Use the sign to answer the questions.
1.

What message is this sign sending?

A

American Indians suffered
and were mistreated.

B

Californios set up ranchos that
were near the ocean.

C

Farmers made more money
digging for gold.

D

Priests had most of the power.

© Teacher Created Materials

58

2.

Why did the farmer post this sign in his field?

3.

Why do you think water was cut for farmers in California during those years?

28645—Primary Sources: California

Mexican Rule of California

Directions: Read each question. Fill in the bubble for the best answer.
1. What most accurately describes the
land grants given by the Mexican
government?

4. Why did Mexicans NOT come to
Alta California?

A

The ocean voyage was
dangerous and long.

B

It was too far away from
Mexico City.

C

The climate was too
different.

D

There was not enough land.

5. How did Mexico lose control of
California?

A

They forgot about it, and new
explorers claimed it.

B

They gave it to American
Indians.

C
D

The United States bought it.
Great Britain stole it.

6. How did Mexican rule change life
for American Indians?

A

American Indians married
Mexican men and women.

B

American Indians became
expert horse riders.

C

American Indians became
leaders of religious schools.

D

American Indians were given
rights but were still treated
poorly.

63
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UNIT

1

Respect the Rules!

Respect the Rules! Oral Reading Record
Total Word
Count
96

Codes
E = errors

SC = self-corrections

Word
Count
8
16

M = meaning S = structure V = visual

Text

E

SC

Rules tell us what we may and may
not do. Rules should be equal for all

MSV

MSV
MSV

22

people. Rules protect us. They keep

MSV

MSV

29

us safe. They help us work together.

MSV

MSV

35

Without rules, people might make bad

MSV

MSV

43

choices. Cars might not stop at red lights.

MSV

MSV

46

People might fight.

MSV

MSV

52

Principals make rules for schools. Teachers

MSV

MSV

57

make rules for classrooms. Parents

MSV

MSV

61

make rules for homes.

MSV

MSV

68

Who makes sure we follow the rules?

MSV

Parents do. Teachers do. The police do.

MSV

MSV

When we do not follow a rule,

MSV

MSV

89

there is a consequence, or result. We

MSV

MSV

96

learn to follow the rule next time.

MSV

MSV

Self-Correction Rate:

© Teacher Created Materials

Accuracy Percentage:

• Unit quizzes—Students apply what they
have learned and demonstrate criticalthinking skills as they respond to questions
and craft responses to each unit’s
essential question.

MSV

75
82

Error Rate:

• Oral reading records—Each content-area
reader includes an opportunity to check
reading fluency by conducting an oral
reading assessment.

Cues Used
E
SC
MSV

Time:
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UNIT

1

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Responsibility and Citizenship

Responsibility and Citizenship Quiz (cont.)
Essential-Question Response
Directions: Use words and pictures. Answer these questions:

Who enforces the rules? What are the
consequences if rules are broken?

© Teacher Created Materials

16

• Multiple-choice quizzes—Each student
text includes a quiz with grade-appropriate
multiple-choice questions. These short
assessments include evidence-based
questions as well as vocabulary questions.
• Document-based assessments—Each
student text and primary source includes
a relevant document-based assessment.
These constructed-response questions guide
students in analyzing evidence.

© Teacher Created Materials

Name: _______________________________ Date:______________ Assessor: __________________

Assessment Guide

24659—Exploring Social Studies: California Edition

3
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• Progress monitoring—There are key
points throughout each lesson when
useful formative evaluations can be made.
These evaluations can be made during
group, paired, and/or individual discussions
and activities.
• Project-Based Learning (PBL)—Multiple
opportunities for highly engaging PBL
activities are included throughout each
grade level.
© Teacher Created Materials

DIGITAL RESOURCES
Using Technology to Improve Literacy
Research shows that “technology—when implemented properly—can produce significant gains in
student achievement and boost engagement.”5 Students need to use technology to “explore and create”
rather than simply as practice or test preparation.
The digital resources provided in Exploring
Social Studies offer opportunities to add
greater accessibility beyond print resources
through images, audio recordings, videos,
and Interactiv-eBooks (IeBs). These resources
enhance student learning in a variety of
instructional settings, support English
language acquisition, and further content and
literacy learning.

In 1487, Bartolomeu Dias (bar-TAHL-uh-myoo DEE-uhs) left Portugal. He
sailed around the southern tip of Africa. He found that the Atlantic Ocean and the
Indian Ocean were connected. It was an exciting discovery. This meant there was
a water route around Africa to Asia.
An Italian explorer felt there was a better way. Christopher Columbus
believed he could avoid traveling all the way around Africa. He was convinced he
could reach Asia by sailing west instead. But no one had ever done this. It was a
risky idea.

Columbus hoped to sail for Portugal. But the king rejected his plan. He tried
Italy, but had no luck there either. Spain rejected him, too. Later, though, Spain
agreed to sponsor his trip. This meant Spain would pay his expenses. Any land
that was discovered would be claimed for Spain in return. In August of 1492,
he set sail for Asia. Instead of going south, he headed west. He brought Marco
Polo’s book with him. It inspired him to travel.
In October, Columbus spotted land. He was sure he had reached Asia.

Columbus’s ships
Bartolomeu Dias

Christopher Columbus

Not Afraid
Some think that before Columbus made his famous
voyage, people believed the world was flat. But this
is not true. People knew the world was round since
ancient times. Columbus was not afraid of falling
off the edge of the Earth.

12

13

Instructional Settings for Digital Pathways

WHOLE CLASS

SMALL GROUP

This grouping is best
suited for introducing
a text or for teaching
specific content-area
concepts. In this setting,
every student engages
with the same text at the
same time. Projecting
IeBs or primary
sources creates a large
canvas for a sharedliteracy experience.

Students can navigate
to IeB pages or digital
primary sources. This
limits transition times
and fosters engagement.
By using built-in digital
tools, teachers can
help students focus
on specific language,
fluency, and contentarea skills.

© Teacher Created Materials

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Students use the digital
tools to navigate the
IeBs on their own. The
interactive features can
be used to increase
rigor and allow students
to extend their own
knowledge. Videos and
audio recordings allow
students to approach
texts through diverse
media.

109397—Exploring Social Studies: California
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DIGITAL RESOURCES (cont.)

During the battles of Lexington and Concord, the Americans fought against the
best army in the world. The British were well trained. They had military experience.
Yet the Americans stood their ground. The colonists killed or wounded around 250
British soldiers. There were about 90 casualties on the American side.

Bolded words
indicate content
vocabulary with
definitions in the
Glossary.

George Washington takes command
of the Continental army.

Embedded
audio allows
students to hear
examples of
fluent reading.

Digital
annotation
tools support
close reading
and build
comprehension
skills.

He Looked the Part
Washington’s stature made him look
like a leader. He was tall. He had broad
shoulders. Abigail Adams once said, “He
has a dignity that forbids familiarity,
mixed with an easy affability that creates
love and reverence.”

10

Audio Recordings
Exploring Social Studies: California Edition includes professional audio recordings for each of
the student texts. The recordings can develop the fluency of English learners and below-level
learners. The recordings provide students with models for appropriate phrasing, intonation,
and expression.

18
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Embedded
videos increase
student
engagement.

In Philadelphia, the Continental Congress had a new
priority. The war had begun. All of the militias needed to
be united to form one army. But who would lead that army?
He had to be a strong and brave man. He needed military
experience. He had to be respected. And he needed to be
committed to America’s fight for independence. The Congress
chose George Washington.

Recording tools help
students practice
fluency and allow
teachers to assess
fluency.

Washington fought in the French and Indian War. He was
a leader in the Virginia colony. And he was fully devoted to
the Patriot cause. However, Washington was not sure he
was the right man for the job. He doubted his abilities.
He told his friend, Patrick Henry, that he was concerned
becoming commander of the American army would ruin
his reputation. Yet, he accepted the position. He bought
books on how to lead and organize a large army. He studied.
He trained. He wanted to win the war.

George Washington

Text‑to‑speech
highlighting
supports
struggling
readers.

This poster encourages men to
serve in the Continental army.

11

Additional Digital Resources
The digital resources also include student reproducibles and primary sources used in the
lessons. These files can easily be shared through cloud sharing services, displayed on
interactive whiteboards, or printed and distributed.

© Teacher Created Materials
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KINDERGARTEN

K

Learning and Working Now and Long Ago
STUDENT COLLECTION

TEACHER RESOURCES

The
Boy Who
Cried Wolf
and Other Aesop Fables

y

Workers

Workers in
My City

Libe y

Who Take
Care of Me

Life

at

loring
Exp lendars
a
C

Susan Daddis

Sharon Coan

Dona Herweck Rice

Amazing Americans: George Washington

Amazing Americans: Pocahontas

National Holidays

zing Americans
Am a

P c ah n tas

Givi g

Th a ks

Coan

Daddis

Herweck Rice

Coan

Sharon Coan

Giving Thanks

Our
Neighborhood

Exploring Calendars

Our Neighborhood

Map It!

Workers at
My School

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater

onal
Natliidays
Ho

Sharon Coan

Sharon Coan

Sharon Coan

Sharon Coan

M a p It

We G l
h

to

Coan

Coan

Coan

Sharon Coan

Assessment Guide with
multiple-choice quizzes,
document‑based
assessments, oral reading
records, and unit quizzes

H me

We Go to School

Meet rLtad

Dona Herweck Rice
Dona Herweck Rice

Dona Herweck Rice

Life at Home

Meet Lady Liberty

Teacher’s Guide

Retold by Leah Osei
Illustrated by Patrizia Donaera

Sharon Coan

Herweck Rice

Osei

Coan

Coan

Sharon Coan

Grand
Old Flag

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
American Heroes

Rules
h l
at

The Boy Who Cried Wolf and Other Aesop Fables

Rules at School

Rules
at H m e

Rules at Home

Teacher’s Guide with
18 lessons in six units
and three PBL activities

Sharon Coan

zing Amer ans
Ama rge ic

Ge

W as h i n

gt n

Assessment Guide
Sharon Coan

Coan

Coan

Jovin

Michelle Jovin

Sharon Coan

Student Guided Practice Book

Room

Key
bed
desk
rug

map

place

6

7

Kindergarten books include vivid
graphics and simple text.
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PRIMARY SOURCES
8 photograph cards, 8 primary sources, Teacher’s Guide with in‑depth lessons,
document-based assessments, and culminating activity

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING LIBRARY

Exploring History Through Primary Sources

Teacher’s Guide

TITLE OF KIT

Wendy Conklin

Teaching

National and State Symbols

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

The Liberty Bell

Mapping My Neighborhood

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

A bald eagle

A plane takes off from Los Angeles Airport

Fire trucks stop at the fire station

DIGITAL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•

Interactiv-eBooks with videos, audio, recording capabilities, and comprehension activities
professionally recorded audio recordings of student texts
unit overview family letters in English and Spanish
student reproducibles including activity pages, assessments, and oral reading records
more than 50 digital primary sources

city worker
10

There once was an
American Indian girl.
2

© Teacher Created Materials

city worker
11

She was a princess.
3
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K1

A Child’s Place in Time and Space

ST
GRADE

STUDENT COLLECTION

TEACHER RESOURCES

Happy Fourth of July!

Coming to
America

McArthur

Marcus McArthur

Goods and
Around
Services Town

Schwartz

Hallenbeck

McArthur

Marcus McArthur

Diana Kenney

Stephanie Kuligowski

Coming to America

Kenney

and

Dona Herweck Rice

Goods and Services Around Town

Saving
Spending

Social Studies

akes
What M
a Family?

th
Happy Four
of July!

Kuligowski

America
Then and Now

Diana Kenney

Saving and Spending

Immigration Stories

Assessment Guide

Stephanie Macceca

Herweck Rice

Kenney

Social Studies

Immtiogrriaetsion
S

to

What Makes a Family?

What Makes
a Town?

Maps and
Globes

Dona Herweck
Sandy Phan
Rice

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater

Stephanie Kuligowski

America Then and Now

What Makes a Town?

Debra J. Housel

Pledge
Allegiance
the Flag
I

Kristy Stark

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater

Good
Leader!

Jennifer Overend Prior

Kuligowski

Stark

Phan

Sandy Phan

Assessment Guide with
multiple-choice quizzes,
document‑based
assessments, oral reading
records, and unit quizzes

Jennifer Overend Prior

I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag

Where
Live
People

a

Getting Around School

Gail Skroback Hennessey

Where People Live

Getting Around Town

Getting
Around Town

Be

Prior

Prior

Hennessey

Hennessey

Gail Skroback Hennessey

Teacher’s Guide

Be Fair!

Be a Good Leader!

t the
Respec
Rules!

Be Fair!

akes
Who M
the Rules?

Respect the Rules!

Who Makes the Rules?

Teacher’s Guide with
18 lessons in six units
and three PBL activities

Tessa Hallenbeck

Heather E. Schwartz

Student Guided Practice Book

Rules Are Important
Rules protect us. They keep us safe.
They help us work together.

These rules help kids work together at school.

The crossing guard helps the kids
cross the street safely.

6

7

Texts in the first grade books include
simple sentences.
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PRIMARY SOURCES

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING LIBRARY

8 photograph cards, 8 primary sources, Teacher’s Guide with in‑depth lessons,
document-based assessments, and culminating activity
Exploring History Through Primary Sources

Teacher’s Guide

First Grade

Wendy Conklin

Teaching

Schools Then and Now

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

a one-room schoolhouse from long ago

Living in a Community

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

These two teams play basketball.

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

i0000

a school bus from long ago

Soccer is a popular sport.

DIGITAL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•

Interactiv-eBooks with videos, audio, recording capabilities, and comprehension activities
professionally recorded audio recordings of student texts
unit overview family letters in English and Spanish
student reproducibles including activity pages, assessments, and oral reading records
more than 50 digital primary sources

This family is moving to a new country.

Birthday Party

Statue of Liberty

The Fourth of July is a day to honor
the birth of America. There are parades.
There are picnics. At night, fireworks

Moving to America
Has your family ever moved to a new place? You

light the sky. This is how we celebrate our
country’s independence (in-di-PEN-duhns).
Independence means freedom.

These immigrants are arriving in America in the early 1900s.

Imagine moving to a new country. People who

may have moved to a new city or state. Leaving home

leave their homes to live in a new country are called

can be hard. It means going to a new school. It means

immigrants (IM-i-gruhntz). There are many immigrants

making new friends.

in America. They have come from different countries
around the world.

4

4
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5

5
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1 2

People Who Make a Difference

ND
GRADE

STUDENT COLLECTION

TEACHER RESOURCES

Mapping Our Nation

Shelly Buchanan

Women Who Changed the World

Jackie Robinson: Hero on the Baseball Field

George Washington Carver: Planting Ideas

Abrah

am Lincoln

Lisa Zamosky
Kimberly
Fekany Lee

Stephanie Kuligowski

Womenged
Who CehaWnorld
th

Lopez

Macceca

Kroll

Jennifer Kroll

ericans:
Amazing Am

Kuligowski

Shelly Buchanan

Then and Now

Lisa Zamosky

Amazing Americans: Abraham Lincoln

Zamosky

Buchanan

Buchanan

Zamosky

Assessment Guide

ade
Money and Trrld
in our Wo

Farmers

Social Studies

Louis Pasteur and the Fight Against Germs

ade
Money and Tior n
in o u r N a t

Lisa Zamosky

Christi E. Parker

Elizabeth Anderson Lopez

Money and Trade in Our World

Money and Trade in Our Nation

Fishers Then and Now

Then and Now

PRIMARY SOURCE READERS

Zamosky

Nussbaum

Zamosky

Prior

Lisa Zamosky

PRIMARY SOURCE READERS

Assessment Guide with
multiple-choice quizzes,
document‑based
assessments, oral reading
records, and unit quizzes

ence
Makes a Differ

Then and Now

Jennifer Overend Prior

Fishers

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
Farmers Then and Now

California Indians

th

Jennifer Overend Prior

Sandy Phan

Diplomacy

PRIMARY SOURCE READERS

Government
Leaders

Government Leaders Then and Now

You and the Law

d
YoeuLaanw

You and thme ent
ov e r n
U.S. G

Prior

Social Studies

Jeanne Dustman

M apping
ur Nation

Phan

Dustman

Dustman

Christine
Dugan

Jeanne Dustman

Teacher’s Guide

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater

You and the U.S. Government

A Family’s
Story

A Family’s Story

Families me
Ti
Through

Families Through Time

Teacher’s Guide with
18 lessons in six units
and three PBL activities

Elizabeth Anderson Lopez

Stephanie E. Macceca

Student Guided Practice Book

China

The Silk Road

Persia

Long ago, the Silk Road
connected China with the
West. Traders made this
trip to buy and sell things.

Arabia

India

Africa
Indian
Ocean
Arabian Sea
These traders are on the Silk Road in Asia.
These paths make up the Silk Road.

Traders from Long Ago
People have been buying and selling things for

It took months to reach the markets. There, the

thousands of years. Long ago, traders traveled many

traders would buy and sell things such as silk and spices.

miles. Some rode on camels. Others sailed on ships.

Silk is a smooth material used to make clothes. People
use spices to add flavor to food.

4

5

Primary source images add
context to second grade texts.
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PRIMARY SOURCES

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING LIBRARY

8 photograph cards, 8 primary sources, Teacher’s Guide with in‑depth lessons,
document-based assessments, and culminating activity
Exploring History Through Primary Sources

Teacher’s Guide

TITLE OF KIT

Wendy Conklin

Teaching

Families Then and Now

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

A family in the 1800s

Varied Land Use

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

Farm fields in California

i0000

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

A family today

Suburb housing development in Texas

DIGITAL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•

Interactiv-eBooks with videos, audio, recording capabilities, and comprehension activities
professionally recorded audio recordings of student texts
unit overview family letters in English and Spanish
student reproducibles including activity pages, assessments, and oral reading records
more than 50 digital primary sources
Local Laws
Local laws help people live together . A local law

Local laws help people who live together in

may tell stores to use paper bags instead of plastic bags .

communities (kuh-MYOO-ni-teez) get along . They

Or a law may say where a house can be built .

tell neighbors to be quiet late at night . They tell people
where they can park their cars . Different cities can have
different laws .

On His Own
Abe did not want to be a farmer. He
became a lawyer. He loved to help people.

Funny Man
Abe told lots of funny stories.
People liked him.

In this city, it is against the law to
park on this part of the street.
Abe works as a lawyer.

This woman's local store uses paper
bags. It is the law in her city.

8

9

Abe Lincoln

10
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Continuity and Change

RD
GRADE

STUDENT COLLECTION

Improving

Communities

n, DC

Constitution
and You

America’s

Man-Made
Landmarks

Our
nt
Governme Thhree

e
T he
Branc s

Jennifer Overend Prior

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
The Inventor: Benjamin Franklin

The U.S.

Kelly Rodgers

Our Government: The Three Branches

The U.S. Constitution and You

Settle

Buchanan

Buchanan

Brown

Prior

Shelly Buchanan

Melissa A. Settle

Science

Martin Luther King Jr.: Marching for Equality

Frederick Douglass: Leader of the Abolitionist Movement

Harriet Tubman: Leading Slaves to Freedom

Leader of the Abolitionist Movement

Macceca

Carosella

Housel

Debra J. Housel

o
Wa s h i ngt

Prior

Jessica Cohn

Shelly Buchanan

Frederick Douglass

Capital

Rodgers

Cohn

Declaring Our Independence

Melissa Carosella

Stephanie E. Macceca

Checks and Balances

Separation of
Powers

The President

ch

v
ati e Bra
sl

n

Congress
• Can reject president’s
ruling
• Can limit spending
of federal money
• Can remove
the president

J

u
cial Bran
di

ch

President George W. Bush
signs a law in 2008.

Ex
ec
ive Bran
c

The U.S. Constitution says that the government should be split
into three branches, or parts. Each branch has its own jobs and
makes big decisions. One branch always checks the work of the
other two branches. This system is called checks and balances.
It keeps one branch from having too much power. The branches
work together and protect the rights of the people.

• Can reject laws
• Appoints Supreme Court judges

ut

The U.S. Constitution is the main set of laws for our country.
It says how our government should work. It also lists all the things
Americans can do and should have. These are called rights.

gi

America’s Natural Landmarks

Corinne Brown

Social Studies

Our Nation’s

Monika Davies

America’s Man–Made Landmarks

RT
HAND to HEA

Kelly Rodgers

Jennifer Overend Prior

Nussbaum

Community

Understanding
Economics

Ben Nussbaum

Our Nation’s Capital: Washington, DC

Servi ng You r

California Indians

Nussbaum

Hand to Heart: Improving Communities

Doing Your Part

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater

Natural
Landmarks

California
Indians

Jennifer Overend Prior

Rodgers

Rodgers

America’s

the Economy

Prior

Civic Values
i n Amer ica

Doing Your Part: Serving Your Community

We the People: Civic Values in America

People

the

and

Jennifer Overend Prior

Kelly Rodgers

Assessment Guide with
multiple-choice quizzes,
document‑based
assessments, oral reading
records, and unit quizzes

Capital Resources and the Economy

Prior

Lacey

Saskia Lacey

We

Capital Resources

California Indians

Natural
Resources

Our

Our Natural Resources

Geographic Features

Teacher’s Guide with
18 lessons in six units
and three PBL activities

Le

TEACHER RESOURCES

h

ND

Supreme Court
• Can throw out laws that are
unconstitutional

6

7

Diagrams support complex
content in third grade.
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PRIMARY SOURCES
8 photograph cards, 8 primary sources, Teacher’s Guide with in‑depth lessons,
document-based assessments, and culminating activity

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING LIBRARY

Exploring History Through Primary Sources

Teacher’s Guide

TITLE OF KIT

Wendy Conklin

Teaching

Physical and Human Geography

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

Mountain river valley

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

Settling Communities
Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

Shasta Dam

Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo statue

Sir Walter Raleigh statue

DIGITAL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•

Interactiv-eBooks with videos, audio, recording capabilities, and comprehension activities
professionally recorded audio recordings of student texts
unit overview family letters in English and Spanish
student reproducibles including activity pages, assessments, and oral reading records
more than 50 digital primary sources
We get to enjoy many rights in America . But being an
American is not just about the rights we have . It is also about
being a good citizen . Good citizens have responsibilities
(ri-spon-suh-BIL-i-teez) . These are duties that we should do .
You have duties in your home . It may be your duty to clean the
dishes or to keep your room clean . You also have duties in school .
It is your duty to learn and to be nice to others .

This boy does
chores at home.

Sign Here!
Do you know how many
American leaders signed
the U.S. Constitution?
There were 39 leaders who
signed the document!

These kids are being good
citizens by cleaning up
their community.

Many thought it could not be done, but the Golden Gate
Bridge was completed on May 27, 1937 . It is in San Francisco,
California . It was a tough bridge to build . It had to cross a
three-mile strait . A strait is a narrow passage of water . It connects
two larger bodies of water . These two bodies of water are the San
Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean . This strait is known for its
dense fog, gusty winds, and strong tides .

The bridge is a suspension bridge . This means that the bridge
is hung from cables that are held up by towers . It took four years
to build . The orange bridge is known throughout the world . Its
orange color was chosen for a reason . The warm color looks good
against the cool colors of the water and sky . Plus, the orange is
easy for passing ships to see when there is heavy fog .

We all have responsibilities to our country, too . It is our duty to
follow the rules and laws . It is our duty to treat others fairly . The
U .S . Constitution lists these rights and responsibilities . It talks
about America’s values .
The U .S . Constitution is proof that our country is built on
these values . America’s early leaders set an example for us . They
worked hard, and they relied on themselves . They helped make
America what it is today . It is up to us to follow their example .

Golden Gate Bridge during
construction in 1936

Lights, Camera, Action!
The Golden Gate Bridge has appeared
in many movies. Some of these include
Superman, Star Trek, and X-Men. Have
you seen the famous bridge in a movie?

the Golden
Cars Cars
drivedrive
over over
the Golden
Bridge
on opening day,
GateGate
Bridge
on opening
August 6,
6, 1937.
1937.
day, August

8
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34
RD

A Changing State
TH
GRADE

TEACHER RESOURCES

STUDENT COLLECTION

California: Becoming a State
Lopez

Elizabeth Anderson Lopez

California in the 20th Century

California in the
20th Century

Korte

Nicole M. Korte

Governing the
Golden State

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
The Constitution of the United States

Governing the Golden State

A Migrant Mother’s Story

Education in
California

Becoming
a State

Pamela Brunskill

Marilyn Iturri

Education in California

The Great Depression: A Migrant Mother’s Story

Californians Who Made a Difference

The Great

Depression

Water System

Brunskill

Michelle R. Prather

Author

Cal ifor nia

California’s Complex

California’s Complex Water System

Towns to Cities

Iturri

Prather

Greathouse and Fauce

Made a Difference

California: Towns to Cities

Crossing Oceans: Immigrating to California

Crossing a Continent

Californians Who

Becoming a Leader

Driggs

Davies

Ingalls

Price-Wright

Lisa Greathouse
and Ted Fauce

Biddy Mason

Lorin Driggs

California

Crossing Oceans

Immigrating
to
California

A Spanish Missionary

Ben Nussbaum

Lisa Greathouse
and Ted Fauce

Monika Davies

Ann Ingalls

Crossing a
Continent

Biddy Mason: Becoming a Leader

Gold Rush

Junípero Serra

Nussbaum
Brunskill

Th e
The Gold Rush

Trails to
California

Trails to California

Mexican Rule of California

Mexican Rule
of California

Serena Haines

Spanish
Missions

Greathouse and Fauce

Ben Nussbaum

Ca lifo rni a’s
California’s Spanish Missions

Exploration of
California

Haines

Lisa Greathouse
and Ted Fauce

Heather Price-Wright

Assessment Guide with
multiple-choice quizzes,
document‑based
assessments, oral reading
records, and unit quizzes

Exploration of California

Indian
Nations

California's
Junípero Serra:
Complex
A Spanish
Water Missionary
System

Ca lifo rni a’s

Nussbaum

Greathouse and Fauce

Teacher’s Guide

Geography
of
California

California,s Indian Nations

Geography of California

Teacher’s Guide with
20 lessons in six units
and three PBL activities

The

Constitution
of the
United States
The Foundation of Our Government

Assessment Guide
Lopez

O´Brien

Bradley

Sugarman

Osial

Dorothy Alexander Sugarman

Gretchen L. H. O´Brien

Heather L. Osial

Elizabeth Anderson Lopez

Kathleen E. Bradley

Social Studies

Junípero Serra

Student Guided Practice Book

Father Serra is the most well-known priest of the Mission Era.
He wanted to be more than just a priest. His goal was to bring his
religion to the American Indians. After he started the first mission
in San Diego, he helped build eight more.
Serra was very strict. He converted thousands of American
Indians. He forced them to adopt a new way of life. Soldiers
helped enforce his stern rules. Near the end of his life, Serra had
plans for more missions. After he died, his followers helped finish
what he had planned. The last mission in San Francisco was opened
in 1823. In all, it took 54 years to build 21 missions.

Mission Carmel

Junípero Serra

Saint Serra
asked that
r
John Paul II
In 1987, Pope a saint. This was to hono
Serra be madebrought Christianity to 30
his work. He Indians. It took almost
the American to become a saint. He is.
years for Serra in 2015 by Pope Franc
nized
was cano

Final Resting Place
Serra was 56 years
old
the first Spanish missionwhen he built
. He died
in 1784 at the age
of
at Mission Carmel 70 in his room
.
beneath the church He is buried
there.

10

11

Sidebars extend content and
inform fourth grade readers.
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PRIMARY SOURCES

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING LIBRARY

8 photograph cards, 8 primary sources, Teacher’s Guide with in‑depth lessons,
document-based assessments, and culminating activity
Primary Sources

California

California

Teacher’s Guide

Source: Library of Congress [HAER CA-298-AH-4(CT)]

Wendy Conklin

Teaching

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

Source: Bettmann/Getty Images

i18693

DIGITAL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•

Interactiv-eBooks with videos, audio, recording capabilities, and comprehension activities
professionally recorded audio recordings of student texts
unit overview family letters in English and Spanish
student reproducibles including activity pages, assessments, and oral reading records
more than 50 digital primary sources
The Heart of Los Angeles
When Mason bought her land, it was on the edge of Los Angeles.
Now, Spring Street is in the heart of the city. A state office building,
a museum, a theater, and Los Angeles City Hall are nearby. This is
the middle of the business district of the city. That seems appropriate
because Mason was a very successful businesswoman.
But Mason’s story is about more than her wealth. She lived at a
time when African Americans and women faced discrimination. She
never let challenges stop her. When Mason had to walk, she walked
across a country. When freedom became possible, she fought for it.
When she could earn her own living, she excelled. When she became
wealthy, she took care of other people.
What words summarize Mason’s life? Strength. Courage.
Intelligence. Compassion.

1848 campaign poster for Taylor and Fillmore

Presidential Preference

Abolitionists did not want slavery in the new state. Congress
had an important decision to make. At the time of the Gold
Rush, there were the same number of free states and slave
states. If California became a state, there would be an odd
number of states for one side. That worried Southerners. If
slavery were not allowed in California, states in the South
would lose power in Congress.

The fight over
free states and
threatened to
slave states
split the country.
Zachary Taylor
wanted to keep President
together. But
the Union
he
slavery in new did not want to allow
states. He died
in July 1850.
Vice President suddenly
Millard
Fillmore took
his
worked to keep place. He, too,
s
the Union together.
vic

Los Angeles today

Ci

What to Do?
The Gold Rush drew a lot of people to California. It would not
be long before the people there would ask to be a state. But two
groups in Congress were focused on another key issue, which was
slavery.

Walking Taller
Linda Cox (shown
Mason’s great-great-seated) is one of
great-granddaughters.
She was on-site
when Biddy Mason
was opened in
Park
Los
lot taller knowing Angeles. “We walk a
this history,” she
said.

In Biddy’s Footsteps
C. J. Walker
Biddy Mason and Madame Walker was
were smart, strong women. to be born
the first person in her family American
first
free. She was one of the
women to become a self-made
millionaire.

Frederick Douglass
Frederick Douglass was one of the
most well‑known abolitionists of his
time. He was also an author. His
the
most famous book is Narrative of
Life of Frederick Douglass. He wrote
it in 1845. He would later argue
that enslaved people should be able
to fight for their freedom during the
Civil War.
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1850 map of the
West Coast
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U.S. History and Geography—Making a New Nation
TH
GRADE

TEACHER RESOURCES

STUDENT COLLECTION
Racing to Colonize the New World

Heather E. Schwartz

Jennifer Prior

Hill

Schwartz

Schwartz

Prior

Rice

Katelyn Rice

Early Explorers

American Indians of the East: Woodland People

American Indians of the Plains: Surviving the Great Expanse

American Indians of the West: Battling the Elements

Teacher’s Guide with
20 lessons in six units
and three PBL activities

Heather E. Schwartz

Christina Hill

Teacher’s Guide
Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
Reasons for a Revolution

The Southern Colonies: First and Last of 13

Work or Starve

The Middle Colonies: Breadbasket of the New World

The New England Colonies: A Place for Puritans

Captain John Smith and
the Jamestown Colony
1607–1609
Debra J. Housel

Social Studies

Kelly Rodgers

Prior

Rodgers

Housel

Rodgers

Rodgers

Kelly Rodgers

Jennifer Prior

Kelly Rodgers

PRIMARY SOURCE READERS

Maloof

Paris

Smith
Smith

Maloof

Conklin

Torrey Maloof

We the People: Founding Documents

Forming a New Government

Phillis
PhillisWheatley
Wheatley

The American Revolution: Fighting for Freedom

Early Congresses

Assessment Guide with
multiple-choice quizzes,
document‑based
assessments, oral reading
records, and unit quizzes

Stephanie Paris

Emily R. Smith

Torrey Maloof

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
Lewis and Clark

The Great Leap Westward

Settling and Unsettling the West

American Indians in the 1800s: Right and Resistance

19th Century Innovations: Paving the Way

Lewis
and Clark

Assessment Guide

Katelyn Rice

Bradley

Katie Blomquist

Entering a
Rebellion
The American colonists thought of themselves as British citizens. They were
loyal to the king. But things started to change after the war. Colonists started to
feel differently about Great Britain. They felt that the king could not govern them
properly from so far away. They also thought that the British looked down on
them. They felt like they were being treated like children.
The colonists feared they were losing their rights as
British citizens. Colonists had no one representing
them in the British government. Yet they had to pay
taxes—lots of taxes!

Rice and Maloof

Rice

Blomquist

McArdle

Matthew McArdle

Katelyn Rice and Torrey Maloof

Kathleen E. Bradley

King George III

King George III felt he had the
right to tax the colonists. He also
wanted to remind them that he was in
control. Because he had to get Great
Britain out of debt after the war, he and
Parliament taxed the colonists. They
faced tax after tax. This made them
angry. Tensions continued to rise. A
rebellion was on the horizon.

Student Guided Practice Book

Power in Parliament
Colonists meet to discuss their
frustrations about the British.

The governing body in Great Britain is
called Parliament. It is much like the United
States Congress. Members of Parliament
are elected. They make laws. They address
issues, such as health care, jobs, and crime.

Rallying Cry
“No taxation without
representation” was a popular
slogan from the 1750s and
1760s. It summarized colonists’
main complaint and became
their rallying cry.

10

Houses of Parliament

11

Sophisticated layouts with primary sources
engage fifth grade readers.
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PRIMARY SOURCES
8 photograph cards, 8 primary sources, Teacher’s Guide with in‑depth lessons,
document-based assessments, and culminating activity
Exploring History Through Primary Sources

America
America

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING LIBRARY

People

Who Shaped

America

Teacher’s Guide

TITLE OF KIT

Wendy Conklin

Teaching

Social
Studies
S

Today
2nd Edition

Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems: Social Studies

i0000

Source: Shutterstock

Source: Shutterstock

DIGITAL RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•

Interactiv-eBooks with videos, audio, recording capabilities, and comprehension activities
professionally recorded audio recordings of student texts
unit overview family letters in English and Spanish
student reproducibles including activity pages, assessments, and oral reading records
more than 50 digital primary sources
In 1487, Bartolomeu Dias (bar-TAHL-uh-myoo DEE-uhs) left Portugal. He
sailed around the southern tip of Africa. He found that the Atlantic Ocean and the
Indian Ocean were connected. It was an exciting discovery. This meant there was
a water route around Africa to Asia.
An Italian explorer felt there was a better way. Christopher Columbus
believed he could avoid traveling all the way around Africa. He was convinced he
could reach Asia by sailing west instead. But no one had ever done this. It was a
risky idea.

Columbus hoped to sail for Portugal. But the king rejected his plan. He tried
Italy, but had no luck there either. Spain rejected him, too. Later, though, Spain
agreed to sponsor his trip. This meant Spain would pay his expenses. Any land
that was discovered would be claimed for Spain in return. In August of 1492,
he set sail for Asia. Instead of going south, he headed west. He brought Marco
Polo’s book with him. It inspired him to travel.
In October, Columbus spotted land. He was sure he had reached Asia.

Columbus’s ships
Bartolomeu Dias

Setting Up Success

Christopher Columbus

the middle colonies

In the 1500s and 1600s, the English established colonies in the New World.
Families who wanted to practice their religion freely set up colonies in the north.
They worked in the lumber and the shipbuilding industries. In the south, men
built colonies in hopes of getting rich. Large farms were key to their success. But
the English wanted to control the whole east coast. They set their sights on the
middle colonies.

New York

Pennsylvania

The middle colonies were started by people from the Netherlands, or the
Dutch. They had no idea that their colonies would become such a success.
People came to live there for many reasons. These people came from different
backgrounds. The middle colonies became the most diverse colonies. They
grew and prospered. As they did, they helped set a standard for what would later
become a new nation.

Not Afraid

New Jersey

Some think that before Columbus made his famous
voyage, people believed the world was flat. But this
is not true. People knew the world was round since
ancient times. Columbus was not afraid of falling
off the edge of the Earth.

Delaware

Dutch settlers in
New Netherland

12

13

Dutch Influence
The Dutch started a commercial
economy in New Netherland. It
became the foundation for growth
in the middle colonies.

The Dutch trade with
American Indians.
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LAUNCH TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
A COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR YOUR CLASSROOM
An innovative, integrated approach to social studies instruction, Exploring Social Studies meets social
studies and language arts standards in a flexible format that actively engages students and encourages
classroom discussions. Staying true to the idea that we all “learn by doing,” launch training and
customized professional development options are available to allow teachers to experience what this
California-specific curriculum series has and how it can be used in a variety of instructional settings.
LAUNCH TRAINING
Educators will explore the key components of Exploring Social Studies, examine the lesson
plans and support materials in detail, and see how the Professional Learning Library provides
instructional support.
IN-SERVICE
Teacher Created Materials facilitators will deliver in-person workshops to provide product knowledge,
delivery strategies, and classroom application ideas.
WEBINARS
In-depth webinars provide specific grade-level trainings on the Exploring Social Studies curriculum.

For more information, contact Teacher Created Materials at 800.858.7339 or visit our website:
www.tcmpub.com/california-resources.
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